Browse the DVD for reviews of books
and tools including reviews of the best
Linux books from major publishers. The
DVD also has reviews of products like
OpenExchange, VMware, Suse 9.1, Sun
Java Desktop, and more specialized
tools for both experts and beginners.

Know How

Scripting
Mike Schilli’s Perl-Snapshot column
gives you advanced Perl programming techniques, showing you how
to access OpenOffice from Perl, and
how to monitor an eBay auction.
You’ll also find other programming
articles from experts in Java, Perl,
Bash, and PHP.

Desktop Tools
We bring you the best of the Linux
desktop. Our Linux User section
focuses on strategies and solutions

from the viewpoint of the user.
Regular columns cover Linux topics
from KDE to the command line.
You’ll learn about great free applications for practical problems. Also
articles on window managers, retrogaming and groupware apps such as
Kontact.

Community
Our community section is your
window to the global community
of Linux users and developers.
Monthly columns such as Brave Gnu
World and Projects on the Move
raise awareness of Open Source
projects. You’ll also learn about
important conferences, summits,
and seminars in the world of Open
Source, including events such as
KDE akademy, Oscon, and LinuxWorld UK.
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In our Sys Admin section, you’ll find
tips, insights, and special features
for working admins, including our
Admin Workshop column, a tutorial
on the tools of the experts.
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The advanced technical articles in our
Know-How section teach new technologies and describe new tools for
age-old problems. You’ll find articles
on BitTorrent, blogging tools, power
managment, VPNs, Voice over IP, firewalls, and filesystem tuning. You’ll learn
about the network time protocol, and
how to resucue data you thought you’d
lost.
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THE ULTIMATE ARCHIVE

Each issue of Linux Magazine features
three or more articles on a special theme.
Our cover stories bring you expert advice
on pertinent topics such as security, networking, printing, scripting, and hardware.
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As a special bonus for our readers,
this month’s DVD includes a handy,
searchable archive containing all Linux
Magazine articles from the first issue
through December, 2004. The archive
consists of over 4,000 pages of articles, columns, reviews and commentary
in high-resolution PDF format that have
never been anthologized in any archive.

